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Dear Parent,  

Our present predicament has swayed us to reflect on these encouraging words - “It 

is only in our darkest hours that we may discover the true strength of the brilliant 

light within ourselves that can never, ever, be dimmed.” As Educational Leaders, we 

recognize the need to flow with the vagaries of time and embrace change head on. 

We wholeheartedly take on the responsibility of finding that sparkling glimmer of 

hope in our learners and strengthening it to the degree that it shines through the 

very persona of our children. In this vein, the school expeditiously adopted virtual 

learning even before the announcement of lockdown to ensure the journey of learning continues seamlessly for our children                  

confined at home. Some highlights of Digital schooling are:   

1.  EXTRAMARKS LEARNING APP: GO TO SCHOOL Initiative has provided not only content but also artificial intelligence based 

doubt clearing chat bot to provide personalized learning experience to each child. Curriculum mapped teaching modules and                          

self-assessment quiz have been made available to all students from K-12.  

2.  SNAP HOMEWORK AND WHATSAPP GROUPS are being used to deliver learning instructions and assignments to students. 

3.  GOOGLE CLASSROOMS AND MICROSOFT TEAMS have provided an online collaboration platform and enabled implementation 

of a designated time table for classes Nursery-XII. They also facilitated synchronous teaching learning practices and                       

assessments. Daily face to face interaction with teachers, according to preset timetable, provides a semblance of school at 

home. Microsoft teams are being used to conduct live lessons and assessments and facilitate remedial teaching for children 

with special needs. 

4.  KHAN ACADEMY: Modules and online assessments are being used by Mathematics teachers. 

5.  ONLINE ASSESSMENTS have been introduced through Microsoft and Google forms where teachers design online question             

papers and provide instant feedback. All retests were conducted online through Microsoft Teams application.  

6.  REPORT BEE SYSTEM has been configured and tested to generate online report cards. Parents received digital report cards after 

the Lockdown was announced. 

7.  ONLINE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS has been in full swing through Microsoft Education Portal. MICROSOFT                     

INNOVATOR EDUCATOR badge has been earned by 55 teachers. While 5 teachers have qualified for MICROSOFT INNOVATOR 

EDUCATION EXPERT certification. Nearly 85 certificates have been earned by teachers during Corona Lockdown period. 

We have received gratitude notes and rave reviews for the Home Schooling project. Students attending sessions in school uniform 

and a high student attendance bears testimony to the hard work put in by teachers. 

While we draw inspiration from the achievement of our teachers and students, we also look towards our parent community 

for infallible support for all that is new, innovative and technologically in sync with the need of the hour. I would like to conclude 

with a note of heartfelt gratitude for all members of BBPS Team for facilitating and providing everything we needed in hours of trials 

and tribulations.   
 

Kudos Team BBPS, Dwarka! 
 

(Suruchi Gandhi) 

Principal 
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DIGITAL HOLISTIC RECREATIONAL CENTRE 

   We, at Bal Bharati Public School, Dwarka, believe in fortifying an environment that                        

   prioritizes physical health, mental health, and overall wellness of children as a foundation 

   for lifelong success and happiness. In these crucial and stressful times, it is our prerogative 

   to keep the children engaged in holistic recreational activities so as to augment their                

   motivation levels and to help them move forward, wherever they are.  

   As part of the online teaching initiative, our activity teachers have been successful in                  

exploring ways to reduce unnecessary stress in students’ environment and promote an appropriate work -play              

balance. The students have been engaged in the recreation curriculum designed by the school in terms of Visual & 

Performing Arts and Physical education. The basics of Indian Classical Dance are being introduced to the students 

wherein they learn about various ‘Mudras’ and exercises related to the Eye movement, Neck movement along 

with some beautifully recited Sanskrit Shlokas.  



YOU SAID IT— PARENTAL FEEDBACK  
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DIGITAL INITIATIVES - COUNSELLING AND LEARNING CENTRE 
 The counselling and learning centre utilized multiple digital 
 tools  to reach out to children. Our initiatives such as Career 
 Counselling Webinars, Virtual learning support for CWSN, etc 
 have significantly  contributed in maintaining a semblance of 
 consistency and structure in the lives of children confined at 
 home. Specific time tables for special needs students were                     
 curated immediately to avoid any loss of precious time.  
 Various new age assistive virtual techniques such as speech                    
 recognition, screen reading tools, text to speech solutions 
 among others were incorporated to design effective and                           
 Interesting lessons. 
 
DIGITAL LIBRARY BY SCHOOL LIBRARIAN… BOOKS & BEYOND 
   Digital Library Services support faculty, staff, students and parents by providing access to 
digital    resource material which includes e-books (across genres like fairy tales, fantasy, mystery 
and                       adventure, humour, and non-fiction) digital newspapers, magazines, audiobooks, text 
books,                 music, movies, and various other learning resources . 
   To make reading more interesting, some corresponding rewards have also been introduced. 
   Children earn points for every bit of reading that they do and the book reviews that they 
write. Each book consists of follow up and if the students manage to answer 8 questions out of 10 successfully, 
they earn the title of an 'Ace Reader'. Additionally, a child who completes 10 book reviews in a month would be 
recognised as a 'Book Viking'. Moreover, a wholesome variety of activities like Book Dare, story writing challenge 
etc. further enable students to maintain their much cherished bond with books. This approach also helps “to get 
parents to believe in a digital reading platform for kids”. 
 
DIGITAL INITIATIVE-REMEDIAL SESSIONS 
   The school supports all students and in it’s endeavour to provide guidance to Class XI                         
   students for Online Retest Examinations, Remedial sessions were conducted online. The 
   mentors discussed the various academic issues while at the same time supporting them 
   emotionally at this difficult time. 
   The online retests were conducted in a stress free environment for respective students.  

Stay Home... Stay Positive...  
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